No.F. 22-1/2017(AC)  

The Registrar,  
University of Calcutta  
87/1, College Street  
Kolkata-700 073  
West Bengal  

Sub: - Grant of Extension of Autonomous Status to St. Xavier's College, 30, Mother Teresa Sarani, Park Street, Kolkata-700 016, West Bengal affiliated to University of Calcutta, 87/1, College Street, Kolkata-700 073, West Bengal

Sir/Madam,

This is with reference to the proposal submitted by St. Xavier's College, 30, Mother Teresa Sarani, Park Street, Kolkata-700 016, West Bengal affiliated to University of Calcutta, 87/1, College Street, Kolkata-700 073, west Bengal for extension of autonomous status under the UGC Scheme for Autonomous Colleges.

I am directed to convey that the Commission at its meeting held on 24.05.2018 has decided to grant extension of autonomous status to St. Xavier's College, 30, Mother Teresa Sarani (Park Street), Kolkata-700 016 affiliated to University of Calcutta, 87/1, College Street, Kolkata-700 073 for a period of ten years w.e.f. 2018-2019 to 2027-2028.

University of Calcutta, 87/1, College Street, Kolkata-700 073 is requested to issue necessary notification/order regarding the grant of extension of autonomous status to the college as per the UGC (Conferment of Autonomous Status Upon Colleges and Measures for Maintenance of Standards in Autonomous Colleges) Regulations, 2018 for Autonomous Colleges. The college, if eligible, shall apply for autonomy grants per the norms laid down in the Regulations.

The autonomous college is required to abide by all the provisions of the UGC Regulations for Autonomous Colleges. The Regulations are available on the UGC website, www.ugc.ac.in. However, the college may take special note of the following:

(c) In case a college does not fulfil the eligibility conditions related to accreditation as laid down in the Regulations, such college shall be required to comply with the eligibility conditions within a maximum period of five years from the date of notification of these Regulations.

(d) The college shall also apply in the prescribed format to University Grants Commission for extension of autonomous status six months prior to the expiry of the autonomous cycle.

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

(MANJU SINGH)